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Family Debilitation: Migrant Child Detention and the Aesthetic Regime of Neoliberal Authoritarianism

Claire Blencowe
University of Warwick, UK

This paper proposes the term “family debilitation” to point to the ways that institutionalized child abuse operates to perversely generate biopolitical authority, a strategy of negative biopolitics that is integral to the aesthetic regimes of settler colonialism and neoliberal authoritarianism. The paper attends to two scenes of child detention in the US: Scene 1 US/Mexico Border 2017 concerns migrant children caught up in the bordering regimes of Donald Trump’s America; Scene 2 Pennsylvania 1879 concerns indigenous children caught up in the disciplinary regimes of “civilizing” education. As we attend to the connections between these scenes an argument emerges that situates racialized child detention and abuse within the aesthetic technologies biopolitical sovereignty. The “problem” to which these practices serve as a kind of technical answer is not any kind of problem with migrant and indigenous families themselves but rather is a problem of government —specifically the legitimacy deficit that exists where biopolitical states openly participate in dispossession and the destruction of life. **Key Words:** biopolitics, debilitation, family separation, neoliberal authoritarianism, settler colonial sovereignty.

“Families belong together!” has become one of the most important slogans of contemporary protest. In this age of migration the power to choose to live with family members is a defining axis of inequality. Contemporary border regimes are imposed through the violent control of intimacy (d’Aoust 2013; Fassin 2010; Torres 2018; Turner 2020). Policies that involve the detention of migrant children are a harrowing marker of the cruelty of these regimes. They are also highly spectacular, generating images, protest and attention—shaping experience and investing affect. They echo and reverberate in the anti-immigrant politics of neoliberal authoritarian governments around the world, but also throughout the resonating memories of stolen generations, child detention, family separation and pathologization in the ongoing history of racial capitalism, colonialism and its genocidal “civilizing” missions (Smith et al. 2019, NAISA 2018; Luiselli 2020).
This paper takes up two specific scenes from the long history of family separation and child-detection in the United States with the ambition of making more apparent some of the technologies of power that underlie and drive this politics: **Scene 1 US/Mexico Border 2017** concerns the migrant children caught up in the bordering regimes of Donald Trump’s America; **Scene 2 Pennsylvania 1879** concerns the indigenous children who have so long been caught up in forms of child detention and family separation through practices of “civilizing” education. As we attend to the connections between these scenes an argument emerges that situates racialized child detention and abuse within the aesthetic technologies of settler colonial and neoliberal government. The “problem” to which these practices serve as a kind of technical answer is not any kind of problem with migrant and indigenous families themselves but rather is a problem of government—specifically the legitimacy deficit that exists where biopolitical states openly participate in dispossession and the destruction of life. Child detention, family separation and the systematic abuse of racialized children can be understood, I want to suggest, as a performative strategy of “negative biopolitics” called upon by governments in an attempt secure authority. Central to deciphering this technology is recognition of the relation between biopolitical authority, the normative family, debilitation, and the civilizational-cultural metaphysics of race.

The paper contributes to the analysis of the aesthetic regime of neoliberal authoritarianism. With the term “aesthetic regime” I intend those more or less conscious tactics and technologies that shape structures of experience—placing limits on possibility—that are associated with specific politico-economic agendas; what we might call, following Foucault, the “political unconscious” (see Blencowe 2012). Tactics and technologies that aim to capture the political unconscious succeed most fully where they are able to disappear, in the sense of becoming the obvious, unconscious, parameters of critique as well as consensus. My work sits alongside other feminist/queer and Foucauldian theorists who identify biological reason—biopolitics or biomentality—as key in deciphering the structures of experience that define our present. Biopolitical racism and race, here, is not only the organization of financial hierarchies and vulnerability but is also a *material metaphysics*, distributing the meaning, order and value of life, which is always also the control of ecologies and land (Carter 2019; Morgensen 2011; Osuri 2017; Weheliye 2014; Wynter 1995, 2003).

Puar (2017) has made an important intervention at the intersection of biopolitical theory and settler colonial studies to argue that practices of debilitation are central to the production of settler colonial sovereignty. Her work addresses the limitations of biopolitical theory in terms of its failures to grasp the specificity and significance of colonialism as the paramount context of modern race politics (see also Couze 2009; Mbembé 2003; Medovoi 2012; Morgensen 2011; Stoler 2010; Weheliye 2014). Focusing on Israel/Palestine, Puar argues that if it is to grasp the realities of settler colonialism biopolitical theory needs to move beyond thinking of biopower as hinging upon the question of who is made to live and who to die, to also engage with ways in which racialized groups are made to live attenuated, debilitated, lives. Building on critical disability studies, she highlights aspects of the violence of occupation that result in long term physical and psychological injury for Palestinians, especially the young—from “shoot to maim” military tactics, to infrastructural violence that supresses nutrition and health care (see also Medien 2018; Shalhoub-Kevorkian 2019). The Israeli state, Puar argues, derives crucial ideological heft, a kind of humanitarian capital, as well as technological knowledge and profit, from these debilitated lives, at the same time as seeking to render impotent future resistance
—“debilitating generational time” (Puar 2017, 152; Medien and Puar 2018). Commenting on the relevance of her argument for settler colonial studies, Puar states that “understanding the role of maiming not only in Palestine but also in Canada, New Zealand, Australia, and the United States puts analytic pressure on the assumption that the goal of settler colonialism is necessarily elimination” (Puar 2017, 143. cf Wolfe 2006). Her arguments resonate with Simpson and other indigenous scholars who highlight the role of fantasies of indigenous people as flawed and wounded in the ongoing production of settler colonial sovereignty in North America, as well as the intimacy of dispossession violence to supposed sites of “care” (Byrd et al. 2018; Daigle 2019; Simpson 2017; Tamez 2016; Tuck 2009).

In this paper I take up Puar’s provocation to further explore the role of debilitation in the production of settler colonial sovereignty and biopolitical authority. I propose the term “family debilitation” to point to instances of structural violence that target the capacities not of individual bodies so much as relational bodies—families, communities, nations. These technologies perversely generate biopolitical authority and bolster state claims to sovereignty. This works not by eliminating indigenous and other migrant populations so much as by working to inscribe an aesthetic regime wherein indigenous and migrant lives are made to appear, and keep on appearing, as incompetent and dangerous, their presence (along with that of other groups racialized as threat) justifying an ever-intensifying investment in security and control. That aesthetic regime drives desire and acceptance for authoritarian rule and state violence in the contemporary United States. As will be elaborated upon below, I refer to that contemporary drive to state violence as “neoliberal authoritarianism.”

Further, with the term “family debilitation” I aim to situate these violent state practices that take family relations as their target within the specific genealogy of the neoliberal project, drawing a connection to the ways in which neoliberalism centers upon the family as the principal site of value, and upon civilization as the object of morality.

Whilst Neoliberalism is a problematic and oversused term (Larner 2003), for the purposes of this paper I am defining it quite specifically in reference to the political ideology that has been articulated and promoted by the Mont Pelerin Society—an organization founded in 1947 by Fredrick Hayek and Milton Friedman that has been central to the promotion of neoliberal theory amongst governments globally. Whilst this discourse has often presented itself as a kind of pure economic logic that is free from moral bias, such claims should be read as an ideological attempt on the part of this particular moral and political aesthetic to present itself as universal—as inescapable pure logic—to lay claim to the political unconscious. I am drawing on a tradition of post-Foucauldian/post-Marxist feminist cultural political economy which lays bare the fallacy of such claims and attends to the theological and cultural dimensions of neoliberalism (for example Adkins 2018; Brown 2006; Cooper 2017, 2011; Federici 2014; Gibson-Graham 1997; Whyte 2019). In particular I draw upon Cooper and Whyte whose recent works illuminate ways that neoliberal economic policy depends upon moralizing agendas—especially around the restoration of the “traditional” family and the protection of “western civilization.” Drawing this together with indigenous scholarship on civilization, education, especially Simpson (2017) and Lomawaima (1999, 2002), as well as queer/feminist biopolitical theories of settler colonialism (Byrd et al. 2018; Jacobs 2009; Morgensen 2011; Osuri 2017; Puar 2017; Schuller 2018; Stoler 2010; Wynter 1995), I seek to highlight how such moralizing agendas are tied to, and dependent upon, practices of family debilitation. Through this, I also want to suggest that these contemporary debilitating practices of neoliberal authoritarianism are
a continuation and renewal of colonial biopolitical technologies—especially associated with the “civilizing mission” and the idea of cultural salvation as the basis of sovereignty.

As a contribution to biopolitical theory, this paper situates child detention and other technologies of family debilitation as a part of the constructivist cultural/religious civilizational version of biopolitics and biopolitical racism (see also Blencowe 2012; Feldman and Medovoi 2016; Goldberg 2016; Membre 2017; Medovoi 2012; Schuller 2018). Residential Indian schools and other sites of civilizing education can, I argue, be understood as a part of an ostensibly humanitarian “biopolitical turn” of nineteenth century North American and British colonialism, that hinged upon this civilizational version of the metaphysics of race (see also Schuller 2018). In the violence inflicted upon family relations and children through border regimes today we see a continuation and renewal of these technologies and this metaphysics. Family debilitation and the civilizational metaphysics of race is as central to the aesthetic regimes of neoliberal authoritarianism, as it is to the intersecting regime of settler colonialism.

**NEOLIBERAL AUTHORITARIANISM**

By “neoliberal authoritarianism” I mean the tendency toward ratcheting up explicitly violent and racializing controls on migration and militarizing policing, at the same time as seeking to define and control national culture, that is seemingly inherent in neoliberal political economy.

Gonzales argues that contemporary policies toward asylum seekers crossing the Mexico border—including increasing detention, separating children from parents and other means of stripping away basic rights amidst a proliferating discourse of “crisis”—point toward “an authoritarian turn in contemporary neoliberalism” in the United States (Gonzales 2020, 349). Gonzales draws on Bruff and Tansel who have argued that the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis has seen an increasing tendency toward forms of government that “seek to marginalize, discipline, and control dissenting social groups and oppositional politics rather than strive for their explicit consent or co-optation” (Bruff and Tansel 2019, 234). We are witness, Bruff argues, to “the rise of authoritarian neoliberalism” (Bruff 2014).

Like Bruff and Tansel I want to point to a contemporary increasingly authoritarian tendency of government in liberal “democracies” and beyond that is linked to the growing strength of right-wing populist politics, and to insist on recognizing such politics as a continuation of, not departure from, the neoliberal project. However, whereas Bruff’s formulation implies that there was previously such a thing a non-authoritarian neoliberalism, I want to stress that neoliberalism has born authoritarian tendencies since—indeed most especially at—its inception. This is best exemplified in the politics of General Pinochet and his programmes of imposing free-market reforms upon Chile through authoritarian state terror under the guidance of Milton Friedman (Klein 2007; Whyte 2019); alongside Margaret Thatcher, and her ideological fore-runner Enoch Powell, who introduced neoliberal economic reforms to the United Kingdom through a strategy of promoting, and then violently policing, specifically racist moral panics and “crises” (Gilroy 1991; Hall 1979; Hall et al. 2013; Solomos et al. 1982). The intervening decades did see the emergence of an ostensibly socially progressive neoliberal politics which embraces an official language of multi-culturalism, and from which the brazen ethnonationalism and racism of Trumpism, the Brexit movement, Hindu-nationalism and other contemporary right-wing populists do appear as a departure (Gökärıksel, Neubert, and Smith 2019). However,
not only has the hypocrisy and racist violence of that Third Way multiculturalism been well established (Ahmed 2012; Goodfellow 2019; Kapoor 2013; Povinelli 2011; Puar 2007; Simpson 2017; Torres 2018; Whyte 2019), it is also crucial to recognize that much of the security and legal architecture that is facilitating the authoritarian intensification of racialized border policing, detention, deportation and cultural control today was laid down under officially multiculturalist governments, such as by the Clinton and the Obama administrations in the United States (Cooper 2017; Martin 2012; Torres 2018). Indeed, as Gonzales remarks “Trump . . . ascended onto a state apparatus that was built on violence against the subaltern peoples from its very inception through the settler colonial state and that has been restructured over the last 35 years [that is to say, throughout the neoliberal era] to police, incarcerate, deport, control, intimidate, and spy with greater efficiency” (Gonzales 2020, 350). Similarly, Torres argues that whilst “the construction of immigrants as terrorists, rapists, ‘bad hombres,’ and bad parents has been most virulent in the Trump administration, underpinning policies of racialized exclusion, such as the Muslim ban, family separation, and maniacal pursuit of the border wall, it is in fact an extreme extension of the logics already at play under previous administrations while the discourse of the United States as post racial flourished” (Torres 2018, 78). Nor have authoritarian policies toward migrants ceased with the demise of the right-wing populist Trump presidency (Herrera 2021; Montoya-Galvez 2021).

A further problem with Bruff and Tansel’s theorization of “authoritarian neoliberalism” is that it hinges upon a supposed disjuncture between a politics of consent and that of coercion. In this it assumes as a starting point what is in fact an ideological claim of liberalism which is to say that liberal politics of “democracy” and “freedom” are somehow insulated from violence and coercion. A central insight of biopolitical theory, in contrast, is to stress the perpetual mutual dependency of liberal promises of freedom, democratic authority, and thus a politics of consent upon proliferating security apparatus, state violence and control (Dillon and Reid 2009; Foucault 2007; Puar 2007; Wilson 2013). Recognizing this is particularly significant when thinking about policies that operationalize racist divisions because it is precisely through the exercise of state racism that liberal states incorporate practices of control, containment and killing into the apparent pursuit of life—growth, health and freedom—through which biopolitical authority is obtained (Blencowe 2012, 2013; Foucault 1990, 2003; Mbembe 2001; McWhorter 2009; Morgensen 2011; Puar 2017; Stoler 1995). In this, racial oppression is not “just another” aspect of the social tension and inequality that is exacerbated in authoritarian and neoliberal politics, as implied by Bruff and Tansel, but is rather the central organizational technology enabling and driving authoritarianism.

My own understanding of neoliberal authoritarianism draws upon British cultural studies wherein authoritarianism is understood as a process in which demand for state violence and control is fostered through the manufacture of specifically racist social crises (Bhattacharyya et al. 2021; Gilroy 1991, 2004; Hall et al. 2013; Solomos et al. 1982); as well as upon biopolitical theory, through which we can identify the racist authoritarianism of neoliberal governance as the movement of “negative biopolitics”—that is to say, the generation of biopolitical authority by controlling and curtailing the lives of groups racialized as threatening, backwards, or dangerous (Blencowe 2012; McWhorter 2009; Tyler 2013; Valverde 2007). The sense of legitimacy crisis that surrounds the contemporary intensification of authoritarianism in the context of neoliberal reform is not, then, a question of coercion and violence swelling up to fill a vacuum of power and absence of consent (as per Arendt). Rather it can be understood as
the increasingly exclusive dependence of governments upon negative forms of biopolitics in order to generate authority, consent and desire for power amidst the decreasing capacity, or willingness, of states to perform the positive biopolitical functions of caring for collective life. Couze Venn argues that such negative, disruptive, despotic forms of biopolitical governmentality have always been paramount in colonial contexts, and he theorizes the violent, disruptive forms of neoliberal governmentality as a kind of generalization and extension of biopower’s colonial tactics (Couze. 2009. see also Byrd et al. 2018; Tyler 2018). The argument of this paper dovetails with Venn’s, identifying family debilitation as a technology of neoliberal biopower that quite consciously takes up and extends the colonial technologies of the “civilizing” mission.

SCENE 1: 2017—US/MEXICO BORDER

In 2017 the Trump administration introduced its “zero tolerance” anti-immigrant policy, which included separating children from their families at the US/Mexico border (AlJazeera 2019), see Figure 1. News reportage showed children being ripped from the arms of parents by border guards or being held in cages in cold concrete buildings wherein the most minimal standards of care were clearly unmet (Cullinane 2018). Accounts of dangerous overcrowding and of abuse in the deportation processing centers were rife (Sherman, Mendoza, and Burke 2019). Children could only lawfully be detained in these centers for 72 hours, but they were then moved onto to shelters for “Unaccompanied Alien Children” where they entered long drawn out processes of “family reunification” that could last for weeks or months. The adults they had been traveling

FIGURE 1 People protest the separation of children from their parents in front of the El Paso Processing Center, an immigration detention facility, at the Mexican border on June 19, 2018, in El Paso, Texas. (Photo by Joe Raedle/Getty Images).
with faced either immediate deportation or long periods of detention whilst asylum applications were processed. Caught up in these Kafkaesque processes, children and their family members often did not know of each other’s whereabouts for weeks. Some children wrongly believed that their parents had been killed or had willfully abandoned them—a trauma from which parent-child relationships might never fully recover (Sherman, Mendoza, and Burke 2019). At best, communications were strictly limited. The official rationale for the policy was that adults could henceforth be prosecuted without the protections that had hitherto been granted to them in the name of the rights of the child. In reality, taking the children into charge of the state also grants the state incomparable coercive power over the family members who, ready to do anything to get their children back, are forced into extreme compliance (Gonzales 2020; Martin 2012). Parents would often give up on asylum applications and volunteer for deportation—returning to intolerable conditions—to escape the system and be reunited with their children.

In response to national and international outrage the policy of separating families at the border was officially dropped in 2018, but in practice it was continued through a drastic rise in incidents of border crossing children being taken into custody on the grounds of “child protection” (Kriel and Begley 2019). According to data provided by the government to the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), more than 700 border crossing children were taken from their families between June 2018 and May 2019—that is to say, in the year after the family separation policy was dropped. As a lawyer for ACLU explains “the government is unilaterally deciding parents are a danger [to their children] and then separating them . . . without affording any due process to the family to contest the separation” (Lee Gerlant cited in Kriel and Begley 2019). Traveling in any family formation other than nuclear is counted as being with “false family”—such that grandparents, siblings, aunts, uncles, family friends, or parents who lack the right documents, can be treated as though they are child traffickers. Parents are also being classified as a “danger” on grounds of criminality that are highly spurious. For example—where the parents have been prosecuted for criminal infractions as minor as traffic offenses, or having been previously accused of criminality despite having been acquitted of the charges, or being simply rumored to be associated with a gang. Given the violent situations from which they are fleeing, most asylum-seeking families are vulnerable to these kinds of accusations and thus to having their children taken away by US border guards.

Whilst Trump’s 2017 policy was without doubt both horrific and deeply consequential, the practices involved of separating migrant families and detaining children were not so novel as the outraged media implied at the time. On the one hand, the ease with which children are taken from families in the name of “child protection” reflects the highly racialized patterns of child removal in the wider welfare system in the US and elsewhere. For example, American Indian and Black children in particular are removed from their families by welfare services in the US at vastly disproportionate rates (Kokaliari, Roy, and Taylor 2019; NCSL 2021). On the other, Trump’s border polices were but “an extreme extension of logics already at play under previous administrations” (Speed 2020, 78; Gonzales 2020; Martin 2012; Torres 2018). In the financial year 2018 to 2019 some 69,550 migrant children were held in US government custody. Only a small fraction of these (circa 2,500) were there as a result of the separations at the border (Sherman, Mendoza, and Burke 2019). The others would have been detained anyway, without the new policy. The shelters that house the separated children when they move on from border detention centers had already been detaining migrant children for more than two decades. Most of these children are the victims
of a slower kind of violent separation. The criminalization and lethality of the US border, combined with the economic, political and ecological effects of neoliberalism, extractive economies, and criminalized narcotics throughout the Americas—all of which are sustained by US policy (Gonzales 2020; Saldáña-Portillo 2019; Speed 2020)—can itself be seen as an immensely effective tool of coercive family separation that has been operating for decades. The combination of economic, political, ecological and legal conditions drive countless families to live on either side of the border, or to attempt to cross the border separately in order to negotiate the differentiated costs and risks involved for different family members. A confluence of such conditions was dramatically manifest in 2014 when more than 60,000 unaccompanied children crossed the US/Mexico border (Gonzales 2020; Sherman, Mendoza, and Burke 2019). At that time, it was the Obama administration that shocked the world by detaining migrant children in cages and under canvas. Such children were classified as “unaccompanied” and taken into detention, despite the fact that that many knew exactly where, and to whom, they were going and that it would have been quite possible to unite those children with family in the US straight-away, had the state made that choice. Moreover, whilst Trump’s successor, Joe Biden, has made a big show of condemning Trump’s family separation policies, he has (so far, in this the first year of his presidency) indefinitely continued a Trump era pandemic emergency policy of expelling all migrants (Montoya-Galvez 2021). The inclusion of an exception to this order for unaccompanied minors has created a situation in which many asylum-seeking families trapped on the Mexican side of the border feel compelled to send their children on to cross the border alone (Herrera 2021).

There are more than a hundred shelters for unaccompanied alien children (UACs) currently in the US. They are financed and overseen by the Department for Health and Human Services (HHS) but are run by NGOs—some secular, some faith based—as well as by for profit companies. They have been shrouded in secrecy and lacked public oversight. Reports have emerged of conditions at these shelters resembling prisons more than schools . . . of children—from toddlers to teens—being subject to strict discipline, limited and ideological education, coercive health care, inadequate and dangerous mental health treatment (Cohen, Eldeib, and Sanchez 2018; Contributor 2019; Gonzales 2020). Even a report by the HHS’s own Office of Inspector General found that that mental health care provision in the shelters is wholly inadequate (DHS 2019; Sherman, Mendoza, and Burke 2019). No visitors are allowed at the shelters and phone calls to family are strictly limited—such as 20 minutes a week, with no privacy during the call. The process has been described as “legalized kidnap” by one ex-employee (Contributor 2019). Children can be released to sponsors (usually family members) in the US, but only after processes of investigation taking months—with providers extracting financial and humanitarian capital all the while. Potential sponsors are contacted by shelter staff, but are kept in the dark about the children’s whereabouts and forced to comply with various demands in order to have the children released to them, including submission to forms of surveillance that have led to sponsors themselves being prosecuted and deported (Martin 2012, 323). Sponsors have also been required to pay extortionate charges for travel and chaperones to facilitate reunification. On release, the children and their sponsors remain subject to surveillance, court orders and threats of deportation. Other children move directly from the shelters to deportation. A few shelters have been closed down following accusations of abuse (Cohen, Eldeib, and Sanchez 2018). But the very act of incarcerating children and separating them from their families is itself a form of child abuse with well documented long-term psychological consequences (Gonzales 2020; Torres 2018; Wood 2018).
CHILD ABUSE AS SPECTACLE

Child abuse is central to the US immigration system. That includes the illegal abuse that takes place amidst the violence of criminalized border crossing, as well as that which takes place in the detention centers and UAC shelters themselves. But is also includes the legalized acts of separating children from their families and detaining children—acts that are well known to be deeply traumatizing and generative of long-term damage to survivors’ mental health and relationships. This abuse is, I want to suggest, a part of the spectacle of power through which the aesthetic regime of neoliberal authoritarianism is inscribed.

As Martin argued in 2012, the system of detention in the US is “as much a spectacle of state power, as it is an enforcement tactic” (Martin 2012, 325). Immigration enforcement, she argues, is not simply a response to migration, but rather is a disciplinary spectacle that is productive of the very “problems” and subjects to which it is ostensibly a response. This points to the ways in which increasingly harsh policies of enforcement actually encourage smuggling operations and criminality, but also to the ways in which—as she demonstrates—the experience and the fear of detention shape and control the lives of migrant populations far beyond the act of detention.

If detention was already a spectacle of state power, the Trump administration pumped up the show. The zero tolerance policies exacerbated the cruelty of the system, especially toward families and children—leading to more, longer, and more violent, separations and detentions. They also increased the media and public attention that is paid to these processes—making them more cruel, more dramatic, more shocking—and making them a central prop in Trump’s political performance. The processes accumulate energy and attention—drama—be that in the abusive investments of Trump’s supporters or the outrage and dismay of his opponents. That intensification of investment in spectacularised violence against migrant families is echoed in other neoliberal authoritarian governments around the world, such as in the UK.¹

In asking for the “why” of these violent practices of bordering there are some very obvious answers. Trump and his ilk built their popularity through cultivating ethno-nationalism and calling for border controls. Violent practices of family separation—detaining children, refusing safe passage for refugee children—these measures might deter asylum seekers, reduce the numbers of “foreigners” and thus buttress an idealized ethnic purity of the nation. But that doesn’t seem to capture the whole story. These measures are just too spectacular—they are too willfully, gleefully, excessively violent to simply be taken at face value as an effort to keep people out. There would surely be quieter, kinder and more effective ways to close down migration flows were that the sole aim. There is something excessive, “feverish” (Gökärkssel, Neubert, and Smith 2019), almost absurdist, in these policies. Their violence and cruelty is surely calculated to draw attention, and activism, and wrath … it seems less to engender a practical strategy of border control than it does a political spectacle. For the migrants caught up in these policies—as well as for all racialized minorities inhabiting neoliberal authoritarian nations—the effects are radical, world transforming, disciplining and wholly devastating (Griffiths and Morgan 2017; Jones 2016; Martin 2012; Saldaña-Portillo 2019; Torres 2018). The policies are, as such, utterly concrete. However, we can also understand these policies as a part of a performance, attempts to transform the world through an aesthetic register—to structure experience and control the political unconscious.
I want to ask, then, what is the show—the spectacle—of which such violence is a part? Why is family separation—institutionalized, willful, racialized abuse of children—entailed in the aesthetic regime of our neoliberal authoritarian governments? A part of the answer, I want to suggest, lies in recognizing the centrality of the family to the morality of neoliberalism.

FAMILY, CIVILIZATION, & THE GENEALOGY OF NEOLIBERAL MORALS

Focusing on the US, Cooper has argued that the promotion of “family values” as a moralizing project of social conservatism has been integral to the neoliberal project (Cooper 2017). The neoreactionary “American nightmare” (Brown 2006) of radical neoliberal economists working in alliance with socially conservative moralists in the final decades of the twentieth century was no simple accident of political history. Rather, Cooper argues, neoliberal economics has required the (seemingly contradictory) social conservative moral agenda in order to function. As Thatcher long ago made clear those who think there is no such thing as society, are thinking instead about family. Where neoliberalism sets out to smash apart the social-support infrastructure it does so on the assumption that the family will rise up to take its place. For many—Cooper shows—the whole rationale of smashing society is precisely to provoke this rising up of the family: a “restoration” of family responsibility and traditional family structures has been integral to the ambitions of neoliberal politicians and economists.

Cooper argues that, for neoliberals, the restoration of the normative family has been seen as a mechanism for pushing back against the egalitarian currents of the 1960s and 70s. Stagflation, social welfare, gender equality and the civil rights movement were egalitarian forces which were undermining the value of finance capital as well as the economic and political security of existent elites by the 1970s. All of these forces have been targeted and transformed through neoliberal policies that seek to reinstall “traditional” family responsibility. Cooper’s examples include the promotion of student fees and debt under Regan (binding students’ prospects to the financial well-being of their families rather than the state, whilst pacifying young people through proliferation of debt); the workfare regime introduced by Clinton (which rendered normative ideals about family obligation into legal responsibilities for benefits claimants and their blood kin); and the increasing role of Evangelical Churches in public service delivery throughout these decades. This family values politics was underwritten by highly racialized fantasies of poor and especially Black families as pathological and has played upon that in various ways, from the recruitment of Black Evangelical pastors into the Neo-Conservative fold through the articulation of social conservatism as racial uplift, through to the sheer disciplinary violence of denigrating fantasies and austerity policies the exacerbate poverty and raced inequality.

The idea of a pathology of welfare-dependency, which was used to justify both austerity and forms of coercive labor, was captured in the demonized image of “the welfare queen.” She “was imagined as a Black woman who lived large off hardworking white taxpayers” and “personified everything that was supposedly wrong with welfare” having too much sex, too many children, and being “pathologically dependent on the government to support these habits, which she in turn passed to her children” (Kandaswamy 2021, 2–3; Cohen 1997). This demonizing imaginary draws upon fantasies formulated in relation to slavery, in which the
denial of kinship rights and separation of families was fundamental and which was significantly justified through theories of Black people as incapable of proper family relations (Cohen 1997; Kandaswamy 2021; Weheliye 2014). Kandaswarmsy develops these connections to argue that neoliberal welfare reform and austerity should be understood as a direct manifestation of the afterlife of slavery—the strategies of austerity and discipline constitute, she suggests, a haunting from Reconstruction Era and its fears about freedpeople as a threat to social order. The welfare queen is, she argues, a ghostly reincarnation or “the vagrant” who was so feared in the years following emancipation and whose danger justified a proliferation of disciplinary policy. Kandaswarmsy shows how an impossible heteropatriarchal ideal of the family was utilized at that time to rationalize austerity and displace claims for reparations “by locating the blame for freedpeople’s economic hardships not in the legacy of slavery but rather with the Black family . . . privatizing responsibility for Black communities” well-being’ (Kandaswamy 2021, 17–18). These strategies are revived in the austerity policies and rhetoric of workfare and the welfare queen, she argues, such that neoliberal welfare reform can be seen as a kind of haunting or palimpsest of reconstruction era policy. Both the Freedmen’s Bureau and neoliberal workfare reforms mobilized an impossible ideal of motherhood to position Black women as “undeserving” and in need of surveillance and reform, a reform that is supposed to be achieved by pressing Black mothers into both marriage and disciplined labor (Kandaswamy 2021, 7).

Cooper offers a twofold explanation as to why the neoliberal economic agenda is so dependent upon the promotion of the conservative family. First, in a corrective to Marx, she explains that intensifications of capital extraction always tend to work in tandem with intensifications of the normative family. Whilst capitalism is famed for melting social structures, it does in fact always have to fall back upon the family as the “elementary legal form of private wealth accumulation” (Cooper 2017, 16–17, see also Davis 1983; Spivak 1985; Mies 2014; Federici 2014). Neoliberal economics, like any project of intensifying capital accumulation, depends upon the family to reproduce raced and classed inequality, which is the basis of the value of capital. Second, Cooper also argues that, whereas in other moments of capital intensification sexuality is just one amongst other modes of sociality available to ensure the social reproduction of inequality, neoliberal reforms strip all other structures of reproduction away. The extreme social-dissolution and dislocation that is specifically inflicted by financialization and neoliberal welfare reform is such that all other sites of social reproduction and value come unhinged. Normative sexuality and a conservative idealization of the family becomes the only remaining means of enforcing social reproduction—and thus of guaranteeing the enduring value of capital (see also Katz 2008). It is for this reason, Cooper argues, that the establishment of neoliberal hegemony has depended upon an excessive investment in the family and has been accompanied by theological movements that center on, and radicalize, the policing of women’s bodies and sexuality (Cooper 2008, 2015, 2017).

Perhaps, then, we can draw a connection between the neoliberal valorization of the family as the site of value and the spectacular attacks on migrant, refugee and asylum seeking families that accompany neoliberal authoritarianism. As if somehow, in order to make the normative ideal of the American family as the seat of American values sufficiently powerful to carry the whole weight of the capitalist order, you have to attack, injure and destroy the family of the Other at the border—alongside that of racialized Others within. As Smith et al suggest, in
seeking to destroy family ties, Trumpist border policies did seem to afford a kind of perverse affirmation of the importance of family (Smith et al. 2019).

Whyte’s genealogy of neoliberal morals (2019) gives us a further clue. She builds an argument that is similar to Cooper’s—also making the case that neoliberalism has always been a deeply moral (as in moralistic, conservative-morality-promoting) project. She traces the connections of neoliberalism to the development of human rights discourse and politics since the 1970s—showing that this is not the oppositional relation that is often assumed by human rights activists. In fact, she shows, neoliberal philosophy has taken hold of and partially constructed the meaning of human rights (orienting their definition toward market freedoms), whilst neoliberal theorists genuinely see themselves as guardians of human rights (most obviously against purported human rights abuses of socialist governments). Like Cooper, Whyte is rejecting the image of neoliberalism as being about atomistic individualism or amoral economism. She shows that neoliberalism was, from the start, imagined as a project of restoring moral foundations.

Crucially, Whyte argues that the morality that neoliberalism seeks to restore—the morality of the market—was always consciously conceived as a continuation and revival of the “civilizing mission” of European imperialism. She notes that the stated aims of the Mont Pelerin society, written in 1947, declare that “the central values of civilization are in danger” (Whyte 2019, 35). Similarly Willhem Röpke—a key architect of neoliberalism—declared in 1969 “the spirit of the barbarians, which the Western peoples thought they had tamed by centuries of struggle, is abroad again and threatens to destroy the civilizing work of all these centuries” (Röpke 1969, 93), cited in (Whyte 2019, 35). The “spirit of the barbarians” here includes threats internal to European culture, including the idea of an illiberal “closed society” politics through which liberal theorists conflate communism with fascism.

Whyte shows how from its inception the Mont Pelerin Society was deeply invested in debates around Christianity. The architects of neoliberalism, she shows, were invested in holding up Christian culture as a “bulwark of freedom” (Whyte 2019, 35–74). Their new brand of liberalism was to be tied to a revival of a supposed connection between Liberalism and Christianity, and to the defense of “Christian civilization” against a common collectivist enemy embodied in both Communism and Islam. The evangelical work of missionaries and of free marketeers were bound together in the neoliberal imaginary as a common project of “promoting freedom and civilization” against the marauding hordes of collectivist Communist and Muslim barbarians (Whyte 2019, 66–74). Running throughout this highly racialized imagining of freedom and its others, we can also hear the impress of slavery and the liberal heritage of defining freedom against an imagined condition of Black enslavement (Kandaswamy 2021; Patterson 2018). Decades before neoliberals were taking part in the backlash against civil rights and the egalitarianism of the 1970s, then, their project was already defined in wholly racialized, biopolitical terms as the pursuit and defense of Christian “western civilization” against threatening “barbarian” cultures.

Taken together, then, Cooper, Kandaswamy and Whyte show that neoliberalism is a moralizing project that is self-consciously dedicated to defending “western civilization,” conceived of in terms of a centuries old Christian and Liberal “civilizing mission” against an egalitarian “barbarian” nature (associated with, amongst other things, communism, Islam and an imagined Black culture of enslavability and dependency), and that a supposed restoration of “civilized” self-governance and control in the guise of “family responsibility” is a crucial part of this.
These themes—the protection and promotion of “western civilization,” Christianizing missions, and moral campaigns to install “proper” family relations—summon memories of earlier scenes of family separation and child detention on US, and other colonized, soil.

SCENE 2: PENNSYLVANIA 1879

These photos (see Figure 2) were taken in the 1880s at the Carlisle Indian School in Pennsylvania, US. The school was founded and run by Captain Richard Henry Pratt, who gave the school his personal motto “Kill the Indian Save the Man.” On arrival at the school children would undergo a process of “deculturalisation”—the clothes and keepsakes they had brought with them from home would be taken and destroyed, their hair was cut, they were scrubbed in near scalding water and initiated in the rituals of a “civilizing” education… segregated by sex, forced to wear military style uniforms, disciplined into strict time schedules, banned from speaking except in English. Pratt took these “before and after” photos of the children in order to advertise the “good works” of the school—staking his claim to “civilize savages.” The Carlisle School served as model for others across the US and Canada.

Coerced family separation and child detention has been central to the experience of indigenous people in North America since the late nineteenth century (Jacobs 2009). These practices—which continue both to ramify and, in different forms, replicate—are part of the ongoing work of settler colonialism, undermining the sovereignty claims and survival
capacities of indigenous people by breaking their links to each other, to their histories, to knowledge, to ecological systems and lands (Fear-Segal et al. 2016; Morgensen 2012; Simpson 2017). They are tools of cultural genocide. These practices were echoed in the educational institutions of governments and missionaries across the British Empire (Fred 1988; Lomawaima 1999, 2002; Tamez 2016).

In North America the most notorious institution in the long, diverse, and ongoing history of indigenous family separation is the off-reservation boarding school (Daigle 2019; Smith et al. 2019)—such as the Carlisle School. These were first established in the final decades of the nineteenth century and ran well into the mid twentieth (Fear-Segal et al. 2016; Jacobs 2009). In Canada the last of these schools closed its doors in the 1990s (Daigle 2019). Children were removed vast distances from their communities to reside at these schools, physically separated from their families for months or years on end, with many discouraged or prevented from visiting home at all during this time.

The abuse at the Carlisle School is now legend (Fear-Segal et al. 2016). Children were beaten for speaking in their own languages, for attempting to talk to siblings of the opposite sex, for practicing rituals or music from home, or attempting to run away. The educational programme included daily Church services which denounced indigenous life ways as demonic. Many children did run away—as many as 140 in 1913—despite the immense danger of doing so. In addition to the psychological and physical violence of cultural erasure, children were also subject to dangerously unsanitary conditions and neglect. In the first year of the school’s opening two children died. In one year, 1888, twenty-one children died. By the time of the school’s closure in 1918 at least 186 students were buried in the school cemetery.

Far outlasting the physical separation that was imposed on families during the years that the children were at school, the cultural, physical and spiritual trauma inflicted generated deep and enduring distance between indigenous children and their families. Often children would blame their parents for abandoning them—even though the parents had had little, if any, choice. Deep wounds were left in the family bond. Countless stories of boarding school survivors attest to the profound alienation experienced on the return home and incapacity to reconnect with family and community. Evidence of the long durée of trauma includes the high suicide rates amongst the children of boarding school survivors, as well as legacies of intergenerational violence.

Intergenerational trauma and pathologies—alcoholism, depression, suicide, abusive family relations, lost generations, thousands of missing women; the repetition of indigenous family separation through so called “child protection” policies right into the present era; the intensely racialized distribution of people’s vulnerability to abuse and exploitation (Anderson 1988; Fear-Segal et al. 2016; Haig-Brown 1988; Simpson 2017) . . . This scar tissue matters the metaphysics of Race—inscribing the fantasy of the white/modern supremacist racist order of being deep into lived experience.

CIVILIZATIONAL EDUCATION AND THE BIOPOLITICAL AESTHETIC OF SETTLER SOVEREIGNTY

The residential Indian Schools were conceived as part of what we might describe as a biopolitical turn in colonial governance. By the mid-nineteenth century the US government was seeking to distance itself from the explicit war footing of previous centuries and to develop
a new Indian Policy that would treat indigenous people less as the enemy to be vanquished, and more as a problematic, dangerous, part of the population to be managed. The final solution to the “Indian problem” was no longer physical annihilation but rather “civilization,” assimilation, and cultural control—the policy that we now describe as cultural genocide (Fear-Segal et al. 2016; Lomawaima 1999). The liberal, biopolitical, rationale of power was unfolding through which state and non-state power henceforth needed to justify itself as service to, and “taking care” of, the life of the population.

The dehumanizing narratives about indigenous people that had previously facilitated the colonial war relation, were repurposed in this new biopolitics to cast indigenous people in the role of “defective life.” This enabled agents of governmentality to extract a kind of humanitarian capital from indigenous people—performing the liberal-authority role of “improving life,” through practices of subjecting indigenous people to control (Morgensen 2011). Through the currents of liberal biopolitical governmentality that were being worked out across the Anglo and European Empires at the time, family relations, education and child rearing emerged as a paramount site of governmental intervention—be that undertaken by agents of the state, the new swathe of caring professions, charities or churches (Blencowe 2012; Foucault 1990; Foucault, Davidson, and Burchell 2008; McWhorter 2009; Morgensen 2012; Schuller 2018; Stoler 2010; Valverde 2008; Weinbaum 2004). Across these contexts the purportedly caring concern of reformers for the wellbeing of “the poor and unfortunate” was intertwined with fear of the same people as sources of degeneracy and contamination, capable of degrading the health and civilization of the whole population. Practices of education and cultural control were thus intertwined with criminalization and the policing of “dangerous” lifeways; incarceration; and militarized segregation. The reorientation of “Indian Policy” toward the management of dangerous life ways through cultural control, incarceration and segregation found it’s parallel in the emergent policies toward freedpeople in the era, wherein Black family relations and gender were constituted as a terrain of “cultural reform,” obfuscating the material legacies of slavery and displacing claims for reparations and land redistribution, at the same time as transforming and radically expanding the disciplinary state apparatus (Kandaswamy 2021, 7).

As part of this combination of containment and care, a distinctive narrative emerged within the educational discourse of the Anglo-Empire around “separate but equal development,” wherein the militant policing of segregation and control was portrayed as itself a practice of “care for the natives” (Lomawaima 1999). The Indian reservations of North America were one of the clearest expressions of this educationalist-segregationalist-colonial policy. Another was South African apartheid.

Decades before the introduction of eugenicist controls on sexual reproduction in the early 20th century, then, various agencies were already attempting to ameliorate the life of the population and eradicate “racial deficiencies” through the reform movement and practices that centered on the control of childhood (Schuller 2018; Stoler 2010). Schuller defines these practices as instruments of “biophilanthropy, or the elite middle-class effort to impress a new heritable endowment in the bodies and minds of the children of the poor and otherwise allegedly ‘uncivilized’ in order to render their labor profitable to the population as a whole” (Schuller 2018, 136). She positions the off-reservation boarding schools alongside a host of programs directed at impoverished children in the US at the time—such as the “orphan trains programme” of the Children’s Aid Society (CAS). Between 1854 and 1929 CAS moved around 100,000 purportedly orphaned children from poor communities in New York, mostly of Irish,
Italian or German descent, to live with white Protestant families in rural areas. The children would serve as domestic and agricultural laborers in exchange for a supposedly more healthy, ameliorative, “home” environment and good Christian upbringing.

The programs of biophilanthropy were primarily carried out by private organizations, charities, churches, and religious groups with state support. Whilst Schuller rightly emphasizes the dependence of these schemes on Lamarckian, environmental, and sentimentalist theories of human evolution that were popular in the era, they were clearly also indebted to a longer tradition of protestant and reformist missionary theologies of salvation and world-redemption through Christianizing education and discipline (see Blencowe 2012; Mbembe 2017; Medovoi 2012; Valverde 2008). Schuller recognizes that differently racialized categories of the poor were very differently exposed to violence within schemes of biophilanthropy—with evolutionary reform cast as a passage through figurative death for the white urban poor, but as a passage through actual death for indigenous peoples (Schuller 2018, 164). Nonetheless, she argues that all these practices can be understood as engaged in a common biopolitical project of improving population life by rendering the bodies of the poor into well-disciplined useful laborers for the rapidly industrializing capitalist economy.

Jacobs (2009) situates the biopolitical utility of the schools a bit differently than does Schuller. She suggests that their objective was less about producing the right kind of workers, or “useful bodies,” than it was about producing the narrative of race hierarchy, evolution and civilization that is so essential to the rationale of settler colonial sovereignty. Jacobs explores the role of white women and feminists—or “maternalists”—in the promotion and operation of off-reservation boarding schools in the US alongside parallel practices of family separation that were simultaneously being imposed upon aboriginal people in Australia. The schools offered an opportunity for their founders and patrons to perform the part of “agents of good works”—as bringers of civilization and motherly care to “poor” savage children. This performance was not only a play of moral uprightness on the part of those individuals but was also a key strategy through which individuals and groups could claim authority and a share of power in the emergent liberal state and civil society. Jacobs specifically centers on how the schools served as a platform for a eugenicist “maternalism” through which many relatively privileged women sought to carve out a degree of public influence and authority, or at least gainful employment, amidst a patriarchal regime that generally denied women access to public power.

Whilst privileged white groups struggled between themselves over access to resources and authority through biopolitical claims to be the rightful caretakers (mothers or fathers) of the nation, they simultaneously bolstered the sovereignty of the settler colonial state—giving substance to its claim to be the rightful caretaker of both the land and of indigenous people.

Crucially, Jacobs shows that the schools produced not only the myth of the white savior and the civilizing process, but also the myth of the childlike savage who is need of civilization. An essential part of this is the enduring myth of the ill-informed, immoral or otherwise inherently incompetent indigenous mother who is supposedly incapable of taking care of her own children. Again this finds strong parallels in the policy and discourse surrounding freedpeople in the era, wherein narratives that had justified slavery by positioning Black people as both childlike and as incompetent parents (either inherently so or as a result of their “brutalization” through slavery) were repurposed in the service of emergent regimes of segregation and discipline (Kandaswamy 2021).
Drawing on Jacobs, then, we might situate the biopolitical productivity of the off-reservation boarding school less in the production of useful docile workers and more in the aesthetic production of the narrative of civilization—with its requisite mythology of incompetent childlike people who are in need of the care-taking sovereignty of the white matron, school master, and, ultimately, the settler colonial state (see also Byrd et al. 2018; Morgensen 2011, 2012). Whatever the practical impact of the schools on their students, their very existence as institutions served as a crucial instrument of the aesthetic regime of settler sovereignty—bolstering narratives of the white settler nation as mature civilized people taking care of unfortunate childlike savages.

CHILD ABUSE, DEBILITATION & THE SETTLER COLONIAL AESTHETIC

There is a vast indigenous studies literature on off-reservation boarding schools and their implications (for example Anderson 1988; Haig-Brown 1988; Lawrence 2004; Lomawaima 1999, 2002). Much of this literature focuses squarely on the question of sovereignty and how the boarding schools participated in the settler colonial appropriation of indigenous land. For example, Margo Tamez and other authors of Carlisle Indian Industrial School: Indigenous Histories, Memories and Reclamations explore multiple ways in which the school contributed to the ongoing removal of indigenous people from the land and destruction of indigenous sovereignty (Fear-Segal et al. 2016; Tamez 2016). The central theme here is cultural genocide and the ways that the school participated in the attempt to provide “a final solution” to the Indian problem through the erasure of indigenous people as indigenous. Indigenous scholars emphasize that the attempted erasure of indigenous culture is a wholly material, political, strategy—working to undermine and destroy not only a “minority culture” or identity but an alternative and competing political system and prior claim to sovereignty. The schools are situated here primarily as instruments of dispossession—refusing indigenous sovereignty claims, breaking indigenous peoples’ links to territory, whilst destroying solidarity and strength.

Another key focus of this indigenous scholarship is abuse—emphasizing the intense inter-generational trauma that the schools have inflicted, as well as the immense work of contemporary indigenous communities toward healing, renewal and survival.

A common tendency in official accounts of abuse in institutions is to characterize it as a series of accidents or failings that corrupt the good intentions of the institution. However, as this literature makes clear, the prevalence of abuse at the boarding schools—as well as the deeply abusive nature of the very act of separating children from their families, communities and lands in the first place—is such that it makes more sense to see abuse as an integral part of the system (Haig-Brown 1988; Jacobs 2009; Lawrence 2004). I want to suggest that we understand child abuse in these schools as a key part of the colonial infrastructure, as a silenced but wholly integral weapon of cultural genocide and the civilizing mission, in the same way that we recognize the rape that is carried out en masse by soldiers as a silenced but wholly integral—clearly intentional however unspoken—technique of genocidal war.

Nishnabeg author Simpson brings these themes together in her concept of expansive dispossession (Simpson 2017). Expansive dispossession highlights how the imposition of gender norms, discipline, stereotyping and psychological abuse all contribute to the destruction of Nishnabeg sovereignty—and are essential to the practices by which the Canadian state
maintains its sovereignty against alternative indigenous political systems. She outlines the immense political and material implications of the shame and emotional trauma that is especially inflicted on indigenous children, women and Two Spirits/Queer people through the colonial regimes of morality. The psychological trauma that was inflicted through the Indian schools and other instruments of cultural genocide created a kind of ongoing occupation of the very soul of indigenous people. Expansive dispossession, she argues, extends from the occupation of land, to the occupation of spirit, the body, and the psyche, which is now forever “caught up processing the backlog of emotional trauma” (Simpson 2017, 43). Such occupation depletes and destroys capacities to resist and to reassert indigenous sovereignty.

Daigle sets out how these processes of expansive dispossession continue to unfold in contemporary Canada even within the processes that are ostensibly intended to deliver redress (Daigle 2019). Whereas indigenous issues are largely erased from mainstream media and consciousness in the United States, Canada is engaged in a Truth and Reconciliation process about the residential schools. As a part of this sensationalized stories of indigenous suffering have become a media staple, coupled with “hollow performances” of settler remorse and reconciliation. The processes of evidence gathering and reporting in the TRC involved violence toward indigenous people in multiple ways—not least through the perpetual retraumatising recounting of abuse and trauma. Moreover “the state’s fetishization of Indigenous suffering tied to the history of residential schools” distorts time, situating colonial violence as a fact of the past and distracting from “the ongoing truths of the colonial present, including state violence inflicted on land and water protectors, the ongoing apprehension of Indigenous children through the child welfare system and heteropatriarchal violence against Indigenous women, queer, Two-Spirit and trans individuals” (Daigle 2019, 704). Perversely, despite the recognition given in these processes to the fact that it is colonial violence that created indigenous suffering, the narrative that is being produced is still one in which indigenous people appear as damaged and incompetent (see also Tuck 2009), and through which the present day white settlers claim humanitarian capital as the ones who possess the power of salvation—here, in making up for the sins of the past. This “spectacle of reconciliation . . . secures, legitimates and effectively reproduces white supremacy and settler futurity in Canada” (Daigle 2019, 706).

Although it is addressed to a very different context—namely the occupation of Palestine—Puar’s recent work on the biopolitics of settler colonialism and disability, or debilitation, resonates with Simpson’s argument (Puar 2017). As outlined above, Puar revises biopolitical theory and draws on critical disability studies to argue that debilitations of life—tactics through which people and populations are permanently incapacitated (and incapacitated as incapacitated) —are crucial to the productivity and profitability of settler colonialism. Debilitation is made profitable, she argues, through the complex of medicine, construction, arms and security industries, debt, insurance, humanitarian-aid and research—which effectively mine debilitated bodies for profit. Moreover, she insists that the legitimacy of settler colonial states depends upon the racialized production of debilitated populations wherein the existence of debilitated bodies becomes a justification for the appropriation of sovereignty—the debilitated are not capable and thus have no claim to self-rule. Debilitated bodies function as props in the performance of liberal humanitarianism, generating settler colonial legitimacy through a kind of “humanitarian capital.” The redemptive progress narrative of modern settler colonialism requires, she argues, the “narrative protheses” of “rubbish-people” as characters in the play of rehabilitation. White ascendency requires incapable bodies in relation to which the dispossessor
can be constructed as both transcendent and as kindly benefactor “thus preserving the ‘civilized’ alibi of the project” (Medien and Puar 2018, 99).

Drawing Puar’s argument together with Simpson’s concept of expanded dispossession points toward a thinking of the Indian Schools of North America as technologies of debilitation—producing indigenous children as “rubbish people” through debilitating violence—not by physically maiming so much as through the psychological violence of systematic child abuse. The debilitating violence of biopolitical settler colonialism is not only inflicted upon the bodies and souls of individuals, but also upon the collective body of families, communities and nations—it is a violence that seeks to debilitate capacities for care, resistance and regeneration. By wounding and debilitating family relations, actually damaging people’s capacities to take care at the same time as generating a mythos around the “incapable” indigenous mother, family debilitation produces a fantasy of the settler colonial state as legitimate—as the provider of necessary services; whilst simultaneously undermining the alternative sovereignty that is engendered in indigenous relationships to land, community and kin. As Diagle intimates, the recognition that contingent factors—including the violence of the colonial state itself—are responsible for the conditions of indigenous incapacity does nothing to prevent the settler state from continuing to position itself as transcendent and as kindly benefactor—deriving authority and bolstering claims to sovereignty.

CONCLUSION

I want to begin to conclude by acknowledging the difficulty of writing about these technologies of power, wherein wounds are inflicted—that we want to recognize and denounce—and yet the perpetrators of the violence benefit from the racialized image of the victims as wounded. It is with good reason that Tuck has called for a moratorium on damage centered research (Tuck 2009). As she argues, even well-intentioned research that seeks to illuminate colonial violence can participate in the perpetuation of that violence through the production of images of indigenous people as damaged and incapable. In this paper I have attempted, however successfully, to follow the spirit of that moratorium by taking a step back from the intensity of migrant child detention and the wounds that it inflicts, to gain a view upon the aesthetic regime and technologies of power of which it forms a part. By attending to two disparate scenes in the long history of colonial family debilitation I have attempted to situate child detention and abuse, instances of family debilitation, as strategies within aesthetic regimes. The “problems” to which they serve as a kind of technical solution are not the problems of migrant and indigenous families—these abusive institutions are not simply failing welfare programmes. Rather they are a response to a problem that emerges from the paradoxical logics and dilemmas of biopolitical sovereignty and its dependence upon racialized fantasies—specifically the legitimacy crises that ensue where biopolitical governments undertake to dispossess and destroy life. Further, the paper attempts to situate these strategies of family debilitation as a part of the authoritarian thrust—the movement of negative biopolitics—that is inherent to neoliberal rule. It is that rule, the political economy of dispossession that drives it, and the metaphysics of race on which it depends, that I am ultimately attempting to analyze and to challenge.
The paper holds these two scenes of child detention together in the hope that they illuminate each other to make clearer the workings of the metaphysics of race and the negative production of biopolitical authority.

There is, of course, no shortage of direct continuity between these two scenes. The US remains a settler colony whose sovereignty is permanently placed in question by the persistence and history of indigenous people, and which must thus perpetually generate self-justificatory spectacles as well as suppressing indigenous peoples’ capacities to claim rights. A large proportion of the children and families that are targeted by contemporary border control in the US are also indigenous (NAISA, Native American and Indigenous Studies Association 2018; Speed 2020). To a large extent, then, scene one is simply a continuation of scene two.

However, there are also connections of analogy—a kind of functional or technological repetition between the colonial biopolitical moment that birthed the regimes of civilizational education in the 19th-century, and the neoliberal moment that invests in authoritarianism, moral panics, and border violence against a backdrop of decimated and appropriated welfare infrastructure. In both instances an idea of “protecting civilization” is mobilized alongside the civilizational-cultural metaphysics of race to generate biopolitical authority for a state whose legitimacy is placed radically in question as it oversees the dispossession and destruction of the peoples, lands, and lives of its jurisdiction.

We have seen that family debilitation, inscribing a metaphysics of race wherein indigenous people are made to appear as backwards, dangerous, and incapable—especially as incapable parents—works to secure the sovereignty of the settler colonial state in at least two ways. First, by attempting to debilitate generational time, quashing alternative sovereignty claims by undermining future resistance and the reproduction of indigenous peoples as indigenous. Second, by deriving capital, including a kind of humanitarian capital, or biopolitical authority, for the settler state by positioning the state as that which improves the life of the nation, as both the guardian taking “care” in place of incompetent parents, and as the security guard containing the threat and preventing contamination. This violence produces actual wounds in sociality—making it harder for people to organize to demand and defend rights. It also produces biopolitical spectacles through which state violence against people who have been racialized as backwards, threatening or incapable is portrayed as a work on behalf of the amelioration of the life of the nation. It produces the metaphysics of race and attempts to inscribe this aesthetic regime as lived experience; to structure and control the political unconscious.

The practices of family separation and child detention in contemporary border regimes can be seen as a further instance of this technology of family debilitation. The violence that is inflicted upon migrant children and families in the border regime of the United States—as also in the UK and elsewhere—can be understood as not simply an attempt to keep migrants out, buttress the ethnic purity of the nation, or effect “the elimination of the migrant,” but rather as an attempt to establish a permanent structure of investment in the debilitation of migrants, generating biopolitical authority for the nation state—turning the authoritarian wheel. It is a way of responding to the legitimacy crisis that inevitably ensues whenever biopolitical governments undertake to dispossess, destroy, or press into poverty members of their own population.

Family debilitation points to relationships, especially with children, as paramount sites of negative (as well as positive) biopolitics. The most infamous instances of negative biopolitics are the thanatopolitical strategies of eugenics, which operate on the events of biological
reproduction—sex, fertility, birth and death. However, where the constructivist cultural/religious form of the metaphysics of race is at play, as is articulated in the idea of “civilization,” then family relations, education, and childcare become just as important (see also Schuller 2017; Blencowe 2012). Neoliberalism, with its constructivist ontology, its knowledge economy, its attempts to control education and culture, and its positioning of religion and family as the site of morality, hinges upon that civilizational metaphysics, and thus upon family debilitation, as much as does the colonial project (of which it is, in part, an explicit continuation). The current intensification of violence toward migrant children and family relations can be situated within the affective and aesthetic technologies of a government that wagers its authority upon the biopolitical claim to care for life, whilst simultaneously waging its political economy on the dispossession and decimation of the living.

However successful or not this paper is in analyzing and challenging that aesthetic regime the far more important work is that of indigenous and other migrant scholars, activists, artists, and educationalists whose work evades the biopolitical script of incapacity and isolation, whose very being—that othered humanity (Wynter 1989)—contradicts and confounds the civilizational metaphysics of race. As Puar notes in relation to Palestinians (Puar 2017, 152), and as is amply demonstrated in the work of indigenous scholars committed to a politics of resurgence such as Simpson (2017), generational debilitation—quashing of future dissent—is a fantasy of biopower, a fantasy that is perpetually revealed as such by the enduring vitality, resistance, and resurgence of the dispossessed.
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NOTES

1. For example, the ascension to majority power of Boris Johnson’s government in 2019 was marked by a dramatic and deliberately controversial retraction of previous government commitments around he rights of refugee children to family reunification. (Grant 2019; Kentish 2019; Merrick 2020; Woodcock and Cowburn 2020). This event was but one small item in a spectacular procession of policies that have been rolled out by UK governments over the past decade that are specifically designed to cultivate a “hostile environment” for migrants (Goodfellow 2019)—a hostility that is manifest in major part by separating families (Bulman 2018; Griffiths and Morgan 2017; Light 2018; Turner 2020).

2. Margret Thatcher’s famous assertion that “there is no such thing as society” continued “there are individual men and women and there are families” (Thatcher 1987).

3. The idea of Christianity that the neoliberal thinkers were defending was, of course, highly selective. Their defense of “Christian civilization” would clearly not extend to the egalitarian currents of Christian theology and activism, such as liberation theology or the social gospel.
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